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ITE Group Plc was founded in 1991 and is now one of the world’s
leading organisers of business-to-business exhibitions and
conferences.

The Building & Interiors portfolio is the largest sector in ITE’s
business, with numerous premium international exhibitions and
a host of high quality regional events. 

ITE’s market knowledge and expertise in the field of building,
architecture, design and décor has enabled thousands of
businesses to connect in some of the world’s most dynamic
markets. Furthermore, ITE’s events have contributed to national
economic development, by creating new jobs, improving the
skills of the local workforce and attracting foreign investment.  

ITE’s Building & Interiors events cover:

• Building Materials & Equipment
• Interiors, Design & Décor
• Roofing Materials & Guttering 
• Windows, Facades, Gates &
Automation 

• Plumbing, Heating & Ventilation
• Ceramics, Bathrooms & Sanitary Ware
• Natural Stone & Technologies
• Hardware & Tools
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Summary
Over the course of one year, ITE’s Building & Interiors portfolio of exhibitions…

Showcased products 
and services from

11,554
companies

Covered a total of

208,065 sqm
of exhibition space (Net)
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Welcomed

661,353
specialist trade visitors

The Building & Interiors
portfolio contributes

31%
of ITE Groups annual
revenue

Figures based on 2012/2013 cycle of events



Azerbaijan
First event launched in 1995

Azerbaijan has remained one of the
most stable and fastest-growing
economies in the CIS. Numerous
infrastructure projects are currently
taking place in the country with a
particular focus on the capital, Baku.

BakuBuild
Baku

AQUATHERM Baku 
Baku

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Azerbaijan

5.6%

Annual Exhibition Figures

380
10,700

Exhibitors

Visitors
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India
First event launched in 2006

The Indian construction industry is
one of the fastest growing in the world
and has become a global point of interest
for many international companies.
Since its launch in 2006, ACETECH
has witnessed an incredible growth
rate which can be attributed to the
speed of economic growth in India.

ACETECH
Mumbai
Delhi
Bengaluru
Ahmedabad
Chennai
Kolkata

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: India

5.1%
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Annual Exhibition Figures

1,520
100,000

Exhibitors

Visitors

IMF World Economic Outlook



Kazakhstan
First event launched in 1994

Kazakhstan is a vast country, the size
of Western Europe, with enormous
market potential. Its capital, Astana,
will host the World Expo 2017 which
is anticipated to attract 2 – 3 million
visitors. The infrastructure development
required for projects such as these are
adding further impetus to a growing
industry.

AtyrauBuild
Atyrau

AstanaBuild
Astana

KazBuild
Almaty

AQUATHERM Almaty 
Almaty 

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Kazakhstan

5.2%

Annual Exhibition Figures

660
11,750

Exhibitors

Visitors
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Kyrgyzstan
First event launched in 2003

Kyrgyzstan has a population of over
5 million. It was the first country from
the CIS to be accepted into the World
Trade Organization and is known as
the most liberal and democratic of all
the Central Asian countries. The capital
city, Bishkek is its cosmopolitan
centre and with a population of over
1 million people, is an ideal entry
point to this relatively untapped market.

BishkekBuild
Bishkek

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Kyrgyzstan

6.5%
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Annual Exhibition Figures

70
3,500

Exhibitors

Visitors

IMF World Economic Outlook



Malaysia
First event launched in 2010

The Malaysian construction industry
is key in generating much of the
country’s wealth and in 2011 the local
government launched the Economic
Transformation Programme (ETP).
Under this programme a large number
of infrastructural facilities across
5 regional cities have been earmarked
for development, offering lucrative
opportunities for companies looking
to invest.

BuildTech
Kuala Lumpur

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Malaysia

4.9%

Annual Exhibition Figures

375
5.000

Exhibitors

Visitors
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Poland
First event launched in 2013

Poland is a country with more than
38 million inhabitants, the capital
Warsaw, is its main business centre
where important institutions and
government organisations are located.
The building industry is the country’s
fastest growing sector and government
regulations are contributing to a huge
demand for energy efficient products.

Warsaw Build 
Warsaw

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Poland

2.4%
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Annual Exhibition Figures

61
2.000

Exhibitors

Visitors

IMF World Economic Outlook



Russia
First event launched in 1991

Russia’s growing consumer market,
rising disposable income, expanding
middle class, skilled workforce and
large resource reserves have ensured
that it remains an attractive destination
for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
In 2012 it joined the World Trade
Organization and in recent years has
improved its ranking on several
business indices, enhancing its
attractiveness even further.

MosBuild Building & Interiors
MosBuild Fenestration 
MosBuild Cersanex 
Moscow

AQUATHERM Moscow 
Moscow

InterStroyExpo
St.Petersburg

Design&Décor  
St.Petersburg

AQUATHERM St.Petersburg 
St.Petersburg

SibBuild
Novosibirsk

AQUATHERM Novosibirsk 
Novosibirsk

YugBuild
Krasnodar

Build Ural 
Ekaterinburg

Heat & Vent Kazan 
Kazan

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Russia

3.0%

Annual Exhibition Figures

4,292
234,193 

Exhibitors

Visitors
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Turkey
First event launched in 1978

Turkey has enjoyed a sustained period
of growth and from 2002- 2012 more
than tripled its GDP. Its location
provides a natural bridge between both
East-West and North-South, thus
creating an efficient and cost effective
outlet to major markets. It has had a
customs union with the EU since 1996,
and has Free Trade Agreements (FTA)
with 22 countries making it an attractive
invest market.

YAPI – TurkeyBuild Istanbul 
Istanbul 

YAPI – TurkeyBuild Ankara 
Ankara

YAPI – TurkeyBuild Izmir 
Izmir 

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Turkey

3.5%
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Annual Exhibition Figures

1,800
194,200 

Exhibitors

Visitors

IMF World Economic Outlook



Ukraine
First event launched in 1997

Outdated structures and a lack of
available housing per capita has
catapulted Ukraine's construction
industry into a strong period of
development. Encouraged by both
private and governmental funded
infrastructure projects, the industry
has created many opportunities for
international companies looking to
invest.

KyivBuild
Kyiv

AQUATHERM Kyiv 
Kyiv

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Ukraine

1.5%

Annual Exhibition Figures

976
54,500  

Exhibitors

Visitors
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Uzbekistan
First event launched in 2000

The economy of Uzbekistan has huge
investment potential. In the next 3 years
the government hopes to attract more
than 3.7 billion USD of foreign investments
to upgrade infrastructure and technology.
With duty-free access to the markets of
the CIS countries  (280 million population)
it also can boast a significant trading
market.

UzBuild
Tashkent

AQUATHERM Tashkent 
Tashkent

Annual Estimated GDP
growth: Uzbekistan

6.5%
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Annual Exhibition Figures

151
10,590 

Exhibitors

Visitors

IMF World Economic Outlook



Testimonials
what people say about us...

“The Russian market is definitely a very important
market for Belgian companies, especially in
the build sector. This is our 12th year at
MosBuild, we come to MosBuild every year and
we plan to continue to come for the foreseeable
future. MosBuild is one of the most important
exhibitions for us in Russia. We have a large
number of companies exploring Russia and
for this purpose MosBuild is definitely the
place to be.”

Yves Richard
Commercial Attaché, Belgian National Group

“During our 4 days exhibiting at KazBuild, 
we received huge interest from Kazakhstan
builders, design institutes, architects and
designers.”

ASIA Invest LTD
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“For our company, KyivBuild is one of the most important
marketing events of the year. The results of the exhibition
allow us to draw numerous conclusions on the market
situation and specific predictions to be made for the year
ahead. Interest in ceramic tiles was stable, as we predicted,
but we were surprised by the interest in fibre cement
cladding from professionals and specialised firms, of which
there are quite a lot, not just in Kyiv but in other regions as
well. On the whole, we would rate KyivBuild as one of the
most effective promotion channels for our products.”

Sergey Neverovskiy
Director, Wanit Fulgurit GmbH 

“The Russian market is one of our
most important markets and that’s
why we make the effort to come to
MosBuild every year- we still feel it is
extremely relevant for us to be here.
MosBuild is definitely one of our top
5 shows; it is certainly on the world
stage as an event that holds its own
against the other trade shows.”

Daniel Nevitt
Marketing Director, ARMOURCOAT

“This is the 3rd/4th time we are bringing
an Italian group to AQUATHERM Kyiv. 
Ukraine is a very important market, it is the
door between Europe and Russia. Its location
next to Europe makes it well positioned.
It is a big market with 50/60 million people
living here. I believe and trust in this market.
We have some clients that exhibited at
our first AQUATHERM Kyiv and have made
a good presence in the market, they still
exhibit today. You have to commit to a few
years of exhibiting; you need to have a
business plan.”

Alberto Calderano
E.V.A.E.T. – Novara Chamber of Commerce

“Wulff Entre has been bringing companies to
BakuBuild for a very long time. Our companies
come here to find either direct customers or new
partners. The Azerbaijan market has money and
a lot of potential which attracts Finnish companies
- it is worthwhile being here. Baku is the capital
of Azerbaijan so if you want to enter the market
over here, BakuBuild is the way to do it.”

Ville Marjamaki
Sales Manager, Wulff Entre (Finnish National Group Organiser)
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“We have found the visitors to be very focused
on our industry and what we are selling. Our main
purpose for exhibiting at MosBuild Cersanex is
brand awareness and the strengthening of our
brand in the Russian market. The European
market is currently not in great shape. In Russia
they appreciate what we are selling and place
a lot of value on products. ‘Made in Italy’ is
recognised as being synonymous with innovation,
technology, design and this market recognises
the pluses that products ‘Made in Italy’ have.”

Alessandro Beretta
Herbovital 2 Srl

“Exhibiting at BalticBuild is an opportunity to get information
about our aluminium composite panel products to the
widest audience of specialists from St. Petersburg and the
North-West region. It is a rare exhibition that can boast
attendance by visitors who are not only from construction
companies, but from engineering companies as well. We
would like to thank the organisers very much for this, as they
paid the requisite amount of attention to inviting visitors. It is
still early to judge the total number of contracts, but we
did already get a number of new contacts.”

V. Serbin
Commercial Director, GROSSTEK

“We have been participating at
MosBuild for almost 15 years. This
year, we have met a lot of architects,
designers and private customers.
We are very satisfied with the visitor
quality and quantity. MosBuild is a
historical exhibition; people from the
regions of Russia are used to coming
here to meet companies they are
working with, so for us it is important
to be here to promote our brand.”

Anna Barskova
Marketing Manager, ATLAS CONCORDE

“St. Petersburg is a fast-developing region
of Russia, which is why we feel that it is
good to have a presence there. We decided
to participate at InterStroyExpo as we
wanted to bring our first class ventilation
systems to the Russian market.The exhibition
provides an ideal platform to do this.”

Asko Korpela
Export Manager, Vallox Oy (Finland)

“This was our first time exhibiting at BalticBuild,
and we have been left with a very positive
impression. Our stand was busy every day of the
exhibition, with our product demonstrations
catching the attention of the professional public.
We do not expect to wait long before we see
positive results from our participation at
BalticBuild.”

R. Bogdanov
Development Director, Taurus Tools

“Exhibiting at UzBuild was a positive experience
for us. On our stand we presented the latest
developments in the area of roofing and
waterproofing materials and received a great
number of visitors. We participate at UzBuild
to build our brand image and promote our
products. Since exhibiting at UzBuild we have
noticed that people in Uzbekistan have started
to recognise our brand. We are grateful to ITE
Uzbekistan for the excellent organisation of
UzBuild.”

Roberto Pokki
Cоmmercial Director, Tegola Canadese S.p.A.



Contacts
If you are interested in receiving more
information about any of our events,
please get in touch.

Sales Offices 

Asia Pacific ITE AP +603 2775 8186 colin.ho@ite-ap.com
China                     ITE China       +86 10 5900 3652               info@ite-china.com.cn
Germany               GiMA              +49 (0) 40 2 35 24 - 106      building@gima.de
Gulf Region            ITE Gulf          +97 144 332 972                 exhibitions@ite-gulf.com
Poland                   ITE Poland      +48 61 662 72 45                info@ite-poland.com
Turkey                   EUF               +90 212 291 83 10               info@ite-turkey.com
Rest of the World ITE London   +44 (0) 20 7596 5012/5175    bi@ite-exhibitions.com

Organiser Offices

Azerbaijan     ITECA Caspian        +99 412 404 1000          office@iteca.az
India             ABEC                    +91 22 6681 4900          info@abec.asia
Kazakhstan    ITECA Almaty         +77 272 583 434            contact@iteca.kz
Kazakhstan    ITECA Astana          +77 172 580 252            astana@iteca.kz
Kazakhstan    ITECA Atyrau          +77 122 586 150            iteca_atyrau@iteca.kz
Kyrgyzstan     ITECA Ala-Too        +996 312 902 966         management@iteca.kg
Malaysia        Trade-Link Group   +603 7842 9863             info@tradelink.com.my                       
Poland           Lentewenc LLC       +48 22 395 66 99          info@lentewenc.com
Russia    ITE LLC Moscow  +74 959 357 350        info@ite-expo.ru
Russia    Primexpo                +78 123 806 000        info@primexpo.ru
Russia    Krasnodar EXPO   +7 (861) 200 1234    info@krasnodarexpo.ru
Russia    ITE Siberia                +7 (383) 363 0063     welcome@sibfair.ru
Russia    ITE Ural                    +7 (343) 380 22 80   info@ite-ural.ru
Turkey    YEMF                         +90 212 266 7070      info@turkeybuild.com.tr
Ukraine     PREMIER EXPO        +38 044 496 8645     info@pe.com.ua
Uzbekistan   ITE UZBEKISTAN   +99 871 113 0180     post@ite-uzbekistan.uz
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Stay connected
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Visit us at 
www.buildingshows.com

Visit us at 
www.buildingshows.com




